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The story takes place in alternative reality. The world is ruled by bureaucracy. The predatory creatures like lycanthropes and
vampires live among humans in peace and have equal rights.
There are destructible objects in the game, some may affect the gameplay. The lighting in the game plays an important role in
some of locations, as it’s hard to see who’s hiding in the darkness. If you need to hide from humans, look for the dense
vegetation.

The main hero, Adam, is one of “savants” — people with supernatural powers, who represent the law enforcement of human
race. Adam’s supernatural power is foreseeing the future. In fact, Adam cannot die, as when he dies, he returns to the moment
where he could avoid death. Thus, he can affect only his own future. Making a mistake he can’t just fix it by going back. For
example, he killed an innocent but in that moment Adam wasn’t in danger. In this case, he returns to the moment after him
committing a murder.

Several endings
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Dangerous enemies
Challenging gameplay
Puzzles
Non-linear storyline
support: sergey.lir.lp@gmail.com
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Title: I Can See the Future
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Sergey Lir
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2017

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista
Processor: 2x 2GHz with SSE2
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: SM3.0 GPU with 768MB memory, mobile/integrated GPUs might not work!
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian
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I actually really enjoyed this game despite having some issues when I attempted to speedrun it. The issue I ran into was that I
think I was ahead of where the game thought I would be at a certain point and the game just didn't know what to do so it ended
up locking me in the elevator and wouldn't let me leave or go up so I had to kill the speedrun.
But for my regular playthrough, everything went fine and I really enjoyed my time with it. You basically just visit each floor
and try to find the button for the elevator (each button you find let's you go up one more floor). Each floor also holds a piece of
the puzzle\/a part of the mystery that you unravel as you go. I'm not going to give away the plot but I did enjoy it. The ending
doesn't stick the landing as well as I'd hoped but it's still not bad. I've seen WAY worse on Steam.
If you're on the fence and still not sure if you want to try it, I uploaded my regular playthrough to Youtube so you can check that
out and see if it's something you think you might like:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=XIFrAdy66hU&list=PL08FwntTpxPC1cllu3exgO7E016oORiAQ. Is it defense game?.
There's no instructions.
You walk very slow.
Battles are very slow.. Volume 2 of the cute slice of life VN featuring more catgirls!
Pros:
- Coconut is best girl
- Artwork & music
- Yes, this game allows you to pet the cat
Cons:
- 18+ mode has to be bought separately. This game is a CRAFTING game, and you can really enjoy and feel the story if you
play the normal mode. I recommend to use the the VN mode only when you want to unlock the other ending. But for firstplay, I
would really prefer to play in the crafting mode... Either way, i really love the story, jst like your other works. Good job winter
wolves!. The long awaited sequel to "Abandoned" The Underground City" has arrived on STEAM...and it's ABSOLUTELY
FANTASTIC ! ! ! This will keep you glued to your computer for a very long time...you've been warned...
This second installment of the "Through Abandoned" series is even more impressive than the first: The navigation of the
environment is simple enough for a "newbie" to instantly pick up the computer's mouse and instinctively know how to navigate
and explore the multitude of environments in The Forest. The INVENTORY system and its operation in particular, is VERY
ORIGINAL, and was just an all-around GREAT idea to put in a game like this! Like the first chapter of this series, the ambient
is quite gripping, making it very easy for the Player to become totally immersed in The Forest...
As discussed by many in the past, the style of the artwork is of course "familiar"...so the player INSTANTLY feels quite
comfortable here...The puzzles are original and interesting, and the game as a whole is challenging. Not too simple...not insanely
difficult...It gets your mental gears turning while you remain relaxed by all the rest...
Take your time and savor every detail of it...it's likely that you'll make some discoveries when you do.
HOPEFULLY, many other developers will be influenced by this incredible game's style.
If you are not familiar with "Point & Click Puzzle-Escape" games with a good dose of ADVENTURE...check this title out.
You'll be wanting more of this stuff in the future!
Lucky for us all, this will eventually be a FULL SERIES of many THROUGH ABANDONED games, with the connecting
storyline unfolding in each installment.
(SOME OF US are already hungry for Chapter Three!). Don't buy thses skins unless you're getting the season pass because they
aren't worth 5 bucks and you can't use them until you have beat the main story.. Great game!
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Good game, but the PC version of Trials Evolution: Gold Edition has a much more refined engine and all the levels of this game
(plus many many more levels on top of that). Pick that up instead.. One of the gifts of video games is the ability to step into
someone else's shoes. You can be another person, live the experience of another culture, explore a whole new mythology. You
can experience whole new lives and identities. You can learn something, develop a new mindset to solve new puzzles.
Or you can have a game about Native Americans that includes South American and African world bits and confuses wigwams
and teepees and actually has a scalp hanging in the happy couple's home, why not? I've never heard of some of the spirits in this
game, and the Native artifacts in this game seem to come from many tribes. I have no idea if the mythology is authentic or not,
and nowhere to start looking.
I am going to give up and appropriate someone else's review.
"Pretty simple but fun game with 4 types of mini game: hidden objects, three-in-a-row, original potions puzzle and boss battles
similar to PuzzleQuest game."
That person gave it a thumbs up so I'll just take that, too. African animals for everyone!. Bonne surprise que ce jeu. Toutes mes
f\u00e9licitations au studio pour son travail.
Bonne immersion gr\u00e2ce aux recherches historiques et l'utilisation du noir et blanc.
Seul petit reproche, on se retrouve parfois \u00e0 essayer des mots clefs completement random pour faire avancer l'histoire..
Mais tr\u00e8s bonne impression finale.
Vivement le prochain jeu.. a suprising refresher.
There are better arcade air combat games out there, but not many. There's defintiely better air combat sims , so if you are
looking for a sim style game go else where. This one does offer excellent arcade style air combat.
The good:
Fun easy to pick up game play.
Tons of single player missions that vary in length.
Nice mission variety.
its got top secret jets in ww 2!
the bad
Story seems implausible at times. The main character is a woman (no offence ladies) but durring WW2 I doubt there were any
lady pilots seeing combat.
Some of the missions seem a bit short.
The aformentioned top secret jet planes are not unlocked till you are near the end of the game.
Feels like a "poor man's" Blazing angels at times.
The graphics are good but not great for this kind of game.

That said i'd give this game a 70% overall. it is a lot of fun especially if you like air plane games that are of the arcade variety
like Blazing angels. BUT if you haven't played blazing angels 1 or 2 yet i'd recommend them first before you dive into this
game. (I played blazing angels on xbox 360 but you can get both of them on steam as well).. You wake up in a world trapped
and confused having only your main weapon and a set of pre-defined spells. You might get intimidated by the fast pace of the
world, but you will learn quickly to hold the reins and control yourself.
There are 4 realms in the game world, each with their own different approach on the type of magic that is used. For example,
the orange realm represents Chaos and its magic is all about being destructive, lowering resistances or just agonizing your
enemies.
You're subtly notified when an enemy is going to spawn, you're given a small flat surface and the fight is on. When killed,
enemies drop types of crystals depending on the realm it spawned from, and bigger enemies also give you something called
Wisdom, as a universal currency. You use Wisdom to UNLOCK your spells and the Crystals you use to EQUIP spells belonging
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to the 4 realms.
If you die and have Realm Crystals, they will get converted to Wisdom, so your progress is not hindered. The game becomes
more interesting the more spells you unlock and also unlock ways to cast them. But as you learn new spells, so do the enemies :)
.
On a personal note, I absolutely enjoy the music here. The themes fit the realms, the sounds are great, everything is made with
passion and stylized to make the players immerse themselves.
In conclusion, there's a lot of fun to be had with the game. Especially when you have to try out the abundance of spells. You can
think of it as a magic playground to become OP and just kill everything that tries to touch you. You start out meek, but you can
progress well and become extremely powerful.
It's Early Access, it's by no means perfect, but it's satisfying once you figure out how to work with the spells.. This DLC adds
excellent levels and GLaDOS (and all the heckling that goes along with that)!
The combination of the Portal (game by Valve) graphics and GLaDOS voice\/character into the Defense Grid world was
excellent. While the DLC on the whole is really very good and recommended, the DLC needed some level-balancing...the very
first level took me about 5 tries to find a path\/solution that would even remotely work and, for me, was by far the toughest map
of the entire DLC. A couple other maps in this DLC gave me challenges too, but that's part of the fun; only that first map, I
thought was too tough, especially for a first map of a DLC.
This DLC is also unique in that it would come up with 'twists' during the level...it would remove a couple towers, or not allow
you to build a certain type of tower, or only allow you to place command towers while it placed all other turrets, etc. This DLC
made for unique set of challenges and a lot of fun.
Despite the 8 maps, however, this is a short DLC taking only roughly 2.5hrs to complete the campaign and that's including my
struggling on 2 of the levels.
Not quite as good as the Resurgence DLC set (my favorite), but certainly a very nice DLC indeed. 8.5 out of 10
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